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Masthead:

The story of NoVAPeers

Inspired by the overwhelming popularity of
the Drudge Report, especially in breaking the
Monica Lewinsky intern sex scandal story,
has grown in ego mania so massive to
proport itself as the peer driven alternative
to mass media like Street Sense, 60 Minutes,
20/20, and American Idol, with a nod to the Onion
and Harvard's Lampoon and Fox TV who has to do this
s*** all year round...

NoVAPeers launches massive new publication
blanketing the area with toilet paper for 
the homeless.   As new foreclosures ramp up
to fully implementation, we thought everyone should have
the basic necessities of the seasoned homelessness, the
contraband toilet paper. Unfortunately, we are a low
budget fish wrap publication, offered to the poor 
for prices within their reach, for the outrageous price
of FREE!  You wouldn't pay for this stuff,
and we can't make a living at it, so we're giving it away! 
Help us increase our unverified circulation to an outstanding
hundred copies.

NIH scientists in the Viral Message Department
said we would need a Cray computer to decipher
the references and obscure messages put in 
Stenography within this little microdot
publication.

Biowolf clusters or donated gene sequencing
computers similar to NASA's approach
would not do it.  The newly formed Joint Task
Force spanning the world's smartest from the
National Academy of Sciences, 
Nobel and Pulitzer Prize committees
along with representation from the Network
representatives, MPAA lobbyists and Golden Globe 
plus Oscars nominating committee said
"we're talking massively nonsensical writing
wandering off onto so many tangents, we couldn't
possibly follow all the tangled web of leads
he spins of on here.  He must be a genius or 
perhaps just in a spring manic phase.  
We haven't seen anything 
like this since A Beautiful Mind and
that cult film about a MIT janitor, starring
Robin Williams and some unknown like Matt Damon...
Ah, Good Will Hunting...



Moonlighting as FBI agents, the scientists put out
an Amber alert warning 
"I'd say if you encounter him, 
give him massive amounts of money for his hard work,
and Yeah, and take two aspirin because, 
in our personal experience with the
disease, we're getting migraines
just trying to follow this drivel..."

The absent minded professor at the medical school added,
"and eat an apple and call me in the morning."

He further perserverated and complained,
as professors tend to talk on and on and on...
 
"And we've got a team of MD's, Ph. D. 
and a few residents and interns too 
slaving away 24x7 on this enigma."

And the ghost of deep throat confirmed, 
that he really said on deep background, 
"We fired the previous case manager 
for incompetence.  It was a difficult task,
firing a regular government worker, 
but it was not as hard as you might imagine,
all that is necessary is writing a script..."



Free Digital High Def TV Cable Converter Box Coupons:

Obama extended the Commerce Department's funding
so that we could all see him following his election
preening and working so hard for the people, in Mall
Jumbo Trons, and in perpetuity on CSPAN and town hall
meetings coming to an internet connection appearing 
on the new overhead displays when the 4th Street tunnel backs up,
Obama justifying it as the world would have missed 
so much of his publicity without those 
little aluminum foil antennas 
installed on their heads, that any
hip homeless person has, distributed by
the local hypothermia van, for a limited time,
when flagged like Taxicabs at any intersection within
the Downtown section of the District of Columbia. 
Police are handing out prepaid phone cards instead of tickets
for such minor offenses as sitting on a park bench, 
disturbing those hard working CEO s and executives
busy applying for government bailouts and
falsifying accounting documents for their taxes...

Converter boxes are available where Sirius and Direct TV
satellite equipment and new High Def TVs are sold.



Northern Virginia Extends Seasonal Shelters
Until The Dog Days of August

"It's a new compassionate approach to think of
how the chronically homeless feel, given
the insurgency of new foreclosures, and
propping up the housing market within the
DC Metro Area was something we thought of
ahead of time and applied for a stimulus
package style bailout, and it was granted!"

Critics countered "We don't mind the high
interest rates that will need to be paid back
by your grandchildren, as we don't think you
 can keep a family together while out on the street,
so no worries..." according to sources
who refused to be named.



Media:

We here at NoVAPeers decided to report on
broadcast television, most people in mainstream
society think broadcast is a lost art, and never 
legitimately competing with TV Guide, 
because in the ubiquitous digital age,
HDTV includes the program names and times
and what really needs to be covered by newspapers 
is more entertainment for those off the grid,
disenfranchised without power, FIOS, cable,
basic internet, Crackberries and even broadcast.

We took a look at Street Sense's stellar model,
and concluded that we could do better with the 
following priorities:

No stairs to climb,
No paper to push,
No money to be made.

And we thought we should really stick with
the mission of helping the homeless, 
because they have such a good
sense of humor, standing outside in all
that good weather entertaining us for so
many decades since the First Great Depression,
that we decided to give something back
for all the good humor they give us,
day after day, street corner by street
corner, within areas not just in South East,
but expanding to North West and the 
rich suburbs..



Mental Health

Bush Collapses into a Depression

George  W. has been diagnosed MR and PTSD following his presidential experience. 
Colin Powell, Condolisa Rice doctored the facts and video of the shoe incident 
which actually his hard on his funny bone and rattled around his mostly empty 
brain.  Neurologists at the Ronald Reagan Memorial ER claimed a good prognosis.  “ 
We only use such a small fraction of our brains, and being a former president 
demands so little, so we expect, nay, demand a full recovery for Bush and the 
entire world...”

Since he left gifts of African American Art in the White House
we thought he might be interested in working on the OLPC project
called AfricaCorps, handing out free laptops to any child willing to enlist.  It 
will be preloaded for little future terrorists but found to be infected
with M$ Winblows virus making the militia ineffective.

Mind Freedom responded with it's army of highly paid
litigators and wealthy patrons.

"We think there needs to be a study of the effectiveness
of this alternative treatments.   We don't think that
it's funny.  So much of the humor surrounding and targeting
the mentally ill and homeless is tasteless and we need
a longitudinal study focusing on the diverse 
cultural misinterpretations of things that the new
HHS Secretary Patch Adams pioneered so long ago,
and was so richly rewarded with a golf club style
retreat center.

You know the President [Bush's] New Freedom Commission
and Homeless 10 year plans were so well received in
the current economic downturn, that we needed to re-release
and re-publicize mental health issues and the Parity act,
since VA Tech shootings got our best rating so far.
We couldn't have foreseen a better PR model than 
the success of mental health on campus.  
We think that your children should be 
the model of mental health that adults need to emulate,
forget alternative therapies, we think that the traditional
paternalistic model is the way to go.  
It's common sense, as any parent knows 
"Because we said so."

Critics counter that the recent shootings in Germany
and at the Alzheimer's Clinic in NC are the evidence based
practices that we all know makes common sense.

We can't see how everyone would not want to 
give sympathy to the poor individuals that
brought this crisis to our attention.  
They are the watchdogs of the universe and we
should listen to them when they say 
"the sky [or Wall Street] if falling. 
It's been said for years



and renewed interest since the Obama
Transition team enlightened us to
the Dream, Revisited.

Obama's new speech, I had a Dream,
and It Came True, is going to be the
thesis of his new book. "How to get a house
on Foreclosure and Make Millions"
He's decided to give up his high government
paycheck, this highest in the nation,
to the recovery repayment plan, and
found that putting his kids in public
school has been the best thing for them.
They were spending all their time with
the new swing set in the back yard, 
that we had to put them in public school
where they can see how non-Cosby like
families live in the world class 
urban areas like Washington DC.



NRA proposes a First Person Shooter
World Mashup

Co-sponsored by the Pentagon 
and Langley, Congressional appointed 
blue ribbon commissions will serve as referees.

The reigning champions VA Tech 
is returning this year, to compete
against Colorado State,
full of graduates of Columbine
in a Survivor style program to
be broadcast on HDTV in a 
pioneering pay per view
arrangement that made the Commerce
and Justice Department weep.

Practice sessions in shopping malls,
rural and urban handicaps will be
given like done in more civilized sports
like golf.  Tiger Woods will be 
tutoring kids at the new DC Hunt Club
at the DC Armory.

With DC's recent legislation to allow 
legally carrying real handguns,
Mayor Fenty said "it should now be
a fair fight and we look forward
to the revitalization of our urban
areas.  You've been coming to DC
to work, and DC would like to invite
you to stay overnight, for the evening
party.  Welcome to the DC After Party!!

When we interviewed Mr. Kelley,
the creator of the retro Hill Street Blues
hit show, which Gen X kids will not know,
as not yet released to the broadcast HDTV
Retro TV Network nor MTV4 cable, Kelley 
said ER will be returning, as the probable
copycats and those others not knowing the
difference between comedy and reality,
[most politicians and publishers included] 
so we expect a surge in vicarious ER visits.

Cameos by Alan Alda and Hot Lips
were overshadowed by childhood star Radar,
who has been typecast only slightly less 
than the little people like Gary Coleman.



Media:

Street Sense Gives Back

Street Sense, a church and provider run organization
claiming IRS 501c3 status said it would be 
refunding customer's money for the papers
purchased over the last five years
and giving a free computer and compilation
CDROM/ DVD for all homeless people in DC and
tourists visiting the DC Metro area, but the
lawyers fine print states that Inauguration guests 
and competing publications and journalists
are excluded..

We determined we were just in it for ourselves,
and not really helping anyone, so this was our
form of reparations for the DC homeless family
we have proported to represent, and enlisted 
interns when in the last Supreme Court decision 
conjured up images of the meaning, not just the
letter of the law described in court documents like 
Brown v Board of Education, Roe v Wade, 
even the obscure Olmstead vs LC EC
plus the civil rights, Sufferance movement 
and woman's and even men's rights activists
like Mel Gibson and Father of the Year
________.

We give and give, but somehow it is not enough,
so we decided to give more.

Church leaders decided to foreclose on their 
subsidized lease and the executive penthouse
was turned into an observation deck for the
current, future and former homeless 
throughout the nation and internationally.

Carlton the doorman was spotted doing door and
elevator duty but no one believed it,
as he the only other time he was seen
was when there was a cute media reporter
or children to indoctrinate.

VJIAM.TV's Naomi documented the whole thing
on video, having hit the big time with 
as featured interviewer on Charlie Rose
then resurrected the aging 60 Minutes,
then transitioning to a lucrative BET
contract, renewed in perpetuity.  Residuals
will keep her traveling all over this world
and other planets and galaxies.



"Skinny Bitch" book review

All the frat boys claimed "we like the larger girls, 
as they are more fun to invite to parties."  

Slam artist PoisinInkFlow reflects 
"that they are all bitches,
and maybe we can have a sleep over sometime,
how about this weekend?, I've got an opening
since the Overflow Shelters closed last night...”

Reggie counters that some are quite nice,
in his column Reggie's Reflections, until he
was ousted by younger writers.

Feminist and Lesbian groups called it 
"Fat Bastards ogling trophy wives,
but they have no chance with any Liberated
Woman".

Street Sense vendors exclaimed "once a woman has a child,
she no longer qualifies as a Skinny Bitch," and 
one estranged vendor said "you should respect women more,
except slobbering over the interns and volunteers, 
and shouldn't talk about yo' mommas that way M***** F*****...,
It's just below the belt, and unprofessional journalism
that we will not tolerate"...



NAACP Claims Victory

With Obama in the White House, now re-branded the Black House,
to hit the new target demographic, reported in an exclusive
black tie members only affair, "we still have a long
way to go, and our spokesperson and enforcer Eric Holder, 
states, civil rights is not passe, it's still a problem
all over America and we plan to litigate until society
really listens."

Black Panther critics mentioned that 
"Virginia had the first African American Governor
Wilder,  but it really didn't make much difference,
we are still afraid to drive into Virginia....
Maybe we will have to march..."

As you might recall Governor Kaine supported Obama
on Valentine's Day weekend so long ago,  as part of his 
Harvard Alumni duties but anonymous reports have alleged
he is positioning himself for a cabinet position.  Anti-trust
litigation is soon to be released at a press conference
tomorrow, April 2, 2009.



Hip Hop Caucus Claimed DC as their Turf

Mambo Sauce's "Welcome to Washington", 
has been remixed by icon Vanilla Ice.  
To hit suburban record stores soon.  
Lines of Wiggers have started forming
for the concert at Nissan Pavilion in rural Virginia.
Overflow is planned for Merriweather Post, in Columbia, MD.
BET has blacked out the DC area broadcast, like for 
local sports events.



International News

Gorbachev Declares That the Cold War is in Reruns

During an entertaining speech at GMU's Patriot's Center
with his daughter in a supporting role Gorby was asked if
"he could he see Sarah Palin from his house?"
[likely from a faculty member who wished to remain anonymous]
Gorby responded "He would like to, Is she an actress?"



National News

Patch Adams Confirmed for HHS Secretary Position

Restructuring the health System is such a bore, 
that media mogul Oprah nominated Patch Adams
for HHS Secretary.  We need health care and since
Michelle is busy taking care of the move and the
kids, the Obama Girl has gotten an exclusive with 
Penthouse, We need Universal Health Care NOW!
I will do everything within my power, and
fully fund any restructuring.  Details to be
in Oprah Magazine to hit stores tomorrow.

Hillary Clinton could not be reached for comment
as she is currently studying the recent AIDS plague
in Africa as incoming Secretary of State.



Local News

Cheney takes over as GWU Hospital CEO

Since he has recently referred people to the ER,
and has governmental executive experience,
he is qualified to run a hospital, supporters say.

Residents complain he is planning on forming a 
student run Gun Club during his vacation time this summer.
While memberships are expected to lag, although
Young Republicans are launching a membership and 
fund raising drive,



F Street Club Hosts Bush's Book Tour,
"Curious George goes to Washington." 

Signed autographs will not be available, 
but can be ordered online.

F Street Club and Secret Service has asked 
all guests to remove their shoes and leave them on
Pennsylvania Avenue entrance before the speech.
They promised not to X Ray, Search or throw them away
while your inside using the bathroom during the talk.



Staff aka "Little People" Notes

Jerry W. founding CEO financed this whole publication
out of his enormous retirement 401k from Street Sense
and wants to thank all the little people for
toiling so hard at the regions 'points of blight',
so that this retro media tribute to dead trees everywhere
could reach your grubby ink stained hands.  He 
apologizes for the poor printing, as he had to
sneak into Street Sense after hours to use the photocopier

Where do you see yourself in 5 years?

Probably dead or in jail for some nonsense
like vagrancy. After Street Sense stole 
my idea of doing an April Fools
edition, my self esteem plummetted,
and I thought they said they were rebuilding lives? 

Or maybe I'll be paying back my
stimulus bailout for corporate moguls,
I can't be certain, talk to my lawyers,
publicist and researchers...

Why did you leave Street Sense?

I found my talents being wasted on people who
weren't grateful and some infestation of drug 
dealers that spoiled the soupm so to speak.



Paid Advertising:

Jerry's family and hordes of friends 
would like to invite you to the wedding 
of their only son on February 31, 2010.

They said "he finally found a girlfriend, 
or the best he could do, the relationship survived to
becoming a fiancee and they are expected
to be married sometime soon, unless delayed.
 
He is registered at Ritz Camera in Pentagon City Mall
because he liked the bitchy Indian sales woman so much
who so kindly threw away instead of recycling
the best framing sample picture of a Golden Retriever.
and tennis ball he had ever seen...

Mall Security will be the ushers for the ceremony,
and a politically connected Reverend in Mount Vernon 
will be officiating the ceremony at GW Mansion at
the end of the GW parkway.  WABA will be doing Bike
Valet service, but rumors that Alexandria Police 
are aggressively ticketing in a speed trap 
throughout the City Limits.

Lance Armstrong will be the Best Man,
and the bachelor's party will be at
DAR Constitution Hall.

The carriage for the event is Alexandria's new
viaVelo bike courier.  Dogs from local farmer's
markets are planned to be chasing the two seater bike
carriage, instead of the usual noisy cans and releasing
doves.

The tradition of throwing rice has been replaced with 
environmentally friendly popcorn, but many said 
that it just didn't throw as well.

A local dentist will be doing the survivors support group
following the ceremony, for anyone involved in 
planning and executing the coup.

His numerous former girlfriends were seen weeping
alternating to cheering his new bride, disconcertingly
discovered to be the WowWee Tribot robot frequenting 
Bed Bath and Beyond stores throughout the region, 
with hacked upgrades to be programmed to cook in some sort 
of Rube Goldberg arrangement that even MIT scientists
are still trying to figure out. 

After his high school English teacher verified
that this is an authentically original Jerry W. 
piece of s***", based on lexical analysis of his
rants that got him called to stay after class,
we've consulted the esteemed Life Coach
Sigmund Freud on the matter and he said, 



roughly translated to "sometimes it's just a cigar...
You know, I once had counter-transference with a piece
of machinery, but the hard disks were much 
larger in size back then, I just don't see how he could
fall for such a small set of knockers."
I don't know where the spark that became the flame came from,
as the chemistry just should not be there...
It's unnatural, and probably illegal in most
civilized parts of the Brave New World,
certainly Vienna and Virginia..."

Other experts reported that most American men have a
love affair for their cars, and since the 40 Year Old
Virgin reminded us that biking is not kewl, 
there wasn't anything left to do...

Will Write for Food Writer's Group will be 
catering the event as revenge for eating all his 
hard earned food and doing community service
court ordered for being such an ungrateful
set of back stabbing hacks... [censored 
equal time political reply, as too negative
for respectable publications to print]

Newly renamed Street Sense Writer's Group
are putting on a local production of the
new age play "Caesar goes to Church,"
modeled after "Medea Goes to Jail,"
The chorus is rumored to be "whatever you say,
mon furor."

The Supreme Court Judge moonlighting from George
Mason University's Law School endowed Chair
 Bork decreed  "it was poetic justice," 
and dismissed all charges.


